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WEARING A HOCKEY JERSEY, CAMERON ALTHOUSE, 
08, SHOWS HIS ATHLETIC SIDE. ”I would describe 
my fashion sense as sporty and cool. Social 
media such as Instagram influences me, 
because the people I look at look cool and I get 
inspiration from them. I wear what I want most 
of the time and don’t care what other people 
think of me; However, sometimes I do think 
about what other people would like and base my 

outfits off of that,” Althouse said. photo by m. barylka 

FASHION FAILS

“This year I decided 
to shave my hair, but I 

accidentally made myself 
have a bald spot on the side 

of my head.” 

more than 

RYAN KARLSGODT, 08

AWKWARD
WHAT’S YOUR 

MOST EMBARRASSING 
FASHION MOMENT?

F”When I was in 3rd grade, I 
wore fake plaid glasses and 
gloves that were bright pink 

with sequences on them 
every day.”

COURTNEY KELLY, 08
“In 4th grade I was drinking 
water; my friend decided to 
tip it and it spilled all down 
my front, so I splashed him 

in the face.” 
CLAYTON WERN, 07

“In 6th grade I was so 
excited for the last day of 

school, I wore my pajamas 
to school.”

NATALEE SWAN, 07

WEARING GUCCI, ISAIAH STEWART, 07, SHOWS OFF 
HIS STYLE. “I don’t feel a pressure to look good. 
It only bothers me when people start hating. 
People hate I think because they’re jealous 
that they don’t have Gucci. I own two Gucci 
backpacks, the bandana, five shirts, three belts, 
and a wallet. I don’t care what I look like to other 
people. I don’t care what people say about me 
and just do what I want,” Stewart said. photo by 

d. thompson

FASHION TRENDS
a tale of two in style

CONCERT MERCH
rockin’ the

PAIRING CONCERT TEES WITH RIPPED 
JEANS, Taylor Bourque, 08, knows 
fashion. “I got my sweatshirt from a 
concert and my jeans from Hollister. I 
love to wear my Nike Air Force ones 
with this outfit. I love to wear small 
rings because they’re cute and small, 
yet make a small statement. This is my 
favorite outfit because it is comfy, but 
also very stylish and I like having many 
different pockets for food and holding 
things. I wear this outfit very often; 
maybe about once a week,” Bourque 
said. photo by. d. thompson

“SKATER BOI”
“I feel like I have to look good or at least 
put together every day, but in a way 
so that I’m also comfortable. I dress in 
outfits that I think are comfy and cool 
and don’t really care what other people 
think. I like to wear things that I think are 
cool because in my opinion you should 
wear what you want and not care about 
other people’s opinion on your style,” 

Jorge Lamora, 08, said. photo by. m. barylka

GIRL POWER. Socializing outside with 
friends, Piper Prince, Karter Dominguez 
Scarlett Roe and Megan Sweet, 07, wear 
the latest popular brands. photo by d. thompson

“This is my favorite outfit because it 
shows my real personality. When I 
wear my clothes people don’t usually 
look at my face, they look at what I’m 
wearing to tell who I am. And I love 
this outfit because it’s so colorful. I 
am unable to wear black and white; 
it makes me feel like I’m in a funeral, 
so I always have to wear color. I 
never wear the exact same outfit, it 
always changes,” Lucy Roby, 06, said.           
photo by d. thompson 

“When I was in 4th grade, 
I wore shorts to school. I 

decided it was a good idea to 
get scissors and cut a hole in 
my shorts and it got bigger.” 

WILLIAM TOBER, 06
“When I was in 1st grade, 

I thought it was going to 
be a great idea to jump in 
a puddle of mud...in white 

jeans.” 
AALIYAH LONG, 06

TIED COLORFUL BRACELETS FROM PURA 
VIDA are a popular accessory for girls. 
These colorful bracelets from the online 
company Pura Vida added a perfect pop 
of color to any outfit. Sold in packs online, 
the profits from some purchases were 
even donated to support good causes.
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dress like a

fashion

FASHION. It’s more than a word; it’s an 
expression of one’s individuality. From 
designer labels to the latest fads, Pumas 
expressed themselves through a variety of 
clothing trends. In answering what’s in and 
what’s not, fashion is ever changing. Every 
year, there’s a new “brand” name that is hot. 
Pumas were into everything from Brandy 
Melville, Champion Wear and Vans, to 
Converse, Lululemon, Victoria’s Secret Pink, 
Thrasher, Nike and many more.

design by danika thompson
page by danika thompson, maya barylka & isabelle shelton 

STUDENT LIFE FASHION
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more than

“There is more to space than 
we know.” 
XANDER GALVIN, 06
 photo by d. thompson

“I like food.” 
ZACHARY SMITH, 08
 photo by k. tucker

“I want to find a cure for 
cancer.” 
PATIeNCe BeBOuT, 06
 photo by m. barylka 

“I love milk and Rice Krispie
treats.” 
eLLIOTT LLOYD, 07
 photo by i. shelton

“I will help others up.”
VICTORIA CAgANDe, 08
  photo by d. thompson

“I am learning more things.” 
ISABELLA COTE, 07
 photo by m. barylka

looking good and on point
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